Revitalization of six abandoned catalytic DNA species reveals a common three-way junction framework and diverse catalytic cores.
A library containing as many as 10(16) nucleic acid candidates is typically used to isolate artificial ribozymes and deoxyribozymes (DNAzymes) in an in vitro selection experiment, with only a handful of sequences surviving many rounds of stringent selection steps. These winning species are generally the focus of interest whereas the less competitive contenders are usually not examined. Nevertheless, molecular species abandoned during the selection process might still represent a rich pool of catalytic motifs that are useful for the examination of DNA's inherent catalytic ability, and for the design of molecular tools for practical applications. Here we report a study of six RNA-cleaving, fluorescence-signaling deoxyribozymes that appeared in the early generations of a previous in vitro selection experiment, using the combined approaches of reselection, rational structural analysis, and reaction condition optimization. All six deoxyribozymes were found to use a three-way junction as a common structural framework for catalysis. However, disparities observed in the conserved nucleotide allocations, methylation interference patterns and metal-ion selectivities, pointed to distinct catalytic cores. The rate constants of the optimized deoxyribozymes fell in the range of approximately 0.2 to 1.6 min(-1), which are comparable to those of similar ribozymes. Our findings indicate that deoxyribozymes eliminated by harsh selection criteria are structurally simple molecules that can be tailored into efficient catalysts.